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Abstract
In a threshold cryptosystemn members share the necret key of an organization such
that k members (1 5 k 5 n ) must cooperate in order to decipher a given uphertext. In
this note it is shown how to implement such a scheme without having a trusted party,
which selects the secret key and distributes it to the members. In stead, the members
choose the secret key and distribute it verifiably among themselves. Subsequently,
this key can be used for authentication as well as secret communication.
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Introduction

The concept of group oriented cryptography was introduced in [DesS8] as a means
of sending messages to a group of people, such that only certain subsets of the
members are able to read the message (decipher the ciphertext).
The members of a group are said to be knotunif the sender has to know them (a
public key for each member), and a group is called anonymous if there is a single
public key for the group independently of the members. In general, an anonymous
group has a much shorter public key than groups with known members, but it is
difEcult to handle the situation where a member leaves the group, as this usually
requires a new secret key to be selected. Desmedt presents crypto-systems for
both types of groups in the case where deciphering requires the cooperation of all
members.
Group-oriented cryptography has been further studied in [FkaSO], [DFSO] and
[HwaSl]. Frankel used in [F'raSO] the organization of ind;vicluals in groups to reduce the problem of distributing and managing public keys. His solution required
clerks at the sending as well as the receiving organization.
In [DF90], Desmedt and Frankel modified the El Gamal public key cryptosystem [EG85]so that any k members of the organization can decipher the received
ciphertext (for anonymous groups), and in [HwaSl] this property was obtained
for organizations with known members.
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In this paper only anonymous groups are considered. The main purpose is
to improve the threshold cryptosystem proposed by Desmedt and Frankel in two
ways. First, it is shown how to avoid the trusted party, who selects and distributes
the secret key. Secondly, it is shown how to share the secret key (chosen by
the members) such that each member of the group can verify, that the share is
correct. This property is important as the shares are no longer computed by a
trusted party, and therefore it is not reasonable to expect that they axe computed
correctly.
In the next section some notation is introduced. Then the protocols for selecting and distributing the key axe presented, and in Section 4 possible applications
of the these keys are presented. Finally a conclusion and an open problem are
given.

Notation
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In this note p and q denote large primes such that q divides p- 1, G,is the unique
subgroup of Zpof order q, and g is a generator of G,.For aU elements a and b # 1
in G,, the discrete logarithm of a with respect to b is defined and it is denoted
logb(a). It is easy to test if an element a E 23; is in G, since
aEG,

aQ=L

Selection of the Keys
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In this section we show how n members of a group (PI,.
..,Pn)can select a
public of the form (p, q, g, h), where g, h E G, and the corresponding secret key
is z = log, h, such that for a fixed parameter k (1 5 k 5 n), Ic members must
cooperate in order to use the secret key. It will be assumed that n >_ 2k - 1.
As (k,n)-threshold schemes allow at most k - 1 cheating participants, this means
that a majority of the participants is assumed to be honest. It is not hard to
generalize the protocols such that I members select the secret key and distribute
it to the n members of the group (where n >_ 2 >_ 2k - 1).
It will be assumed that the members of the group have previously agreed on
the primes p and q and the generator g of G,.

3.1

Selecting and Distributing the Keys

Let C(m,T ) denote a commitment to m E {0,1}* using the random string T . Then
the keys are selected as follows:

1. Pi chooses zj E Z,at random (uniform distribution) and computes hi = gz'.
Then a random string ~j is chosen and Ci = C(hi,T,) is broadcast to all
members.
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2. When all n members have broadcast a commitment, each Pi opens C;.

3. The public key, h, is computed as h = n b l hi.
Now all members know the public key, but they cannot find the secret key
x = C ; = ~ X unless
;
they aJl work together (or some of them can find disc.rete
logarithms).
If P
i chooses zi at random then the distribution of the secret key is polynomially indistinguishable from the uniform distribution.
Next it is shown how z can be distributed such that any k members can find it
if necessary (if k = 1 or k = n this is trivial). The proposed method extends the
ideas presented in [IS911 to verifiable secret sharing. Pi distributes xi as follows
( h l ,. . . ,hn are publicly known):
1. P, chooses at random a polynomial f ; ( z ) E Z , ( z ) of degree at most k
such that f;(O) = x;. Let
fi(.)

= fio

+

fi1.t

+ -+
*

-1

fi,k-1.tk-I

where f;o = x;.
2. p; computes Ej = gfij for j = 0,...,k
(Fjo= hi is known beforehand).

-1

and

b r O a d C d 3 (.F~j)j=ll..,lk-l

3. When everybody have sent these k - 1 values, P;sends s;j = f , ( j ) secretly
and a signature on s;, to Pj for j = 1,...,n (in particular P; keeps s;i).
4.

P;verifies that the share received from, Pj

(Sji)

is consistent with the pre-

viously published values by verifying that
g+i =

k-1

II $.

k 0

If this fails, P; broadcasts that an error has been found, publishes s;, and
the signature and then stops.
5.

P;computes his share of x as the s u m of

all

shares received in step 3 s; =

C:=1 S j i . Fhally Pi signs h.
When all members have signed h, a key authentication center verifies the signatures, and if they are correct, it makes a certificate showing that h is the public
key of the group.
f(z)
: = f l ( z ) ... fR(z). By
Let f be the following polynomid over Z,.,
construction s; = f(i) for every i = 1,.. .,n, and thus si is a share of f(0) = x
(see [Sha79]). For each share s; of x let a; denote 9". If Pi has received correct
shares, then each '
P ( j # i) can compute u; as

+ +

u.
I --

n 98'' = n ( h j n I $ ) .
n

R

k-1

j= 1

j=1

k 1
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3.2

Properties of the Key Selection Scheme

The following theorem shows that any group of k people have sufficient information
to find z if they have followed the key distribution protocol.

Theorem 3.1
Let (Pj)iEabe a group of k members who have followed the key distribution
protocol and accepted their shares. Let f'(z) = 'po + 'p1z ... (pk-1zt-l be the
(unique) polynomial of degree at most k - 1 such that f'(i) = si for i E H. Then
9" = n;==,Fji for i = 0,. ,k - 1.

+ +

..

This theorem implies that

'po

= z as
n

n

Fjo
j=1

=

hj

= h.

j=1

During the key distribution protocol P, publishes much information about zi.
The following lemma shows that this information is of no use to a collusion of 1
members (1 5 2 < Ic)

Lemma 3.2
Given a group of I < k members ( P j ) j E ~For
. any h; and any set of shares (sij)jeD,
it is possible to generate in polynomial time (in 1q1) a random set (F!t)i=1,...+1
satisfying

where F;o = hi.

4

Applications

The keys selected as described in Section 3 can be used for secret communication
aa well as authentication. Someone knowing the public key can encipher the
plaintext rn E G, as (see [EG85])
(c1, c2)

= (gy,h%)

where y E

Zi is chosen at random.

Any k members can decipher the ciphertext (c1, c2) using the deciphering protocol
described in [DF90].Using Lemma 3.2 it can be shown that

Theorem 4.1
The group-oriented crypto-system is as secure as the ElGamal public-key cryptosystem against all kinds of attack.

In the full version of the paper it is shown that any k members can represent
the organization in an identification scheme and that any k members can construct
digital signatures on behalf of the organization. Furthermore, these authentication
schemes are proven secure.
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Conclusion

In this note we have improved the threshold cryptosystem suggested in [DF90] on
two points:

1. A trusted party for selecting and distributing the secret is no longer needed.

2. Each member of the group can verify that his share of the secret key corresponds to the public key.
Even though a trusted party is still needed when deciphering (see [DF90]),this
paper shows that no trusted party needs to know the secret key of any member.
This paper still leaves open the problem of constructing an efficient anonymous
threshold cryptosystem secure against chosen ciphertext attack without any a
trusted party at all.
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